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We theoretically investigate the fluctuation of a pure spin current induced by the spin Seebeck
e↵ect and spin pumping in a normal metal (NM)/ferromagnet (FM) bilayer system. Starting with
a simple FI–NM interface model with both spin-conserving and spin-non-conserving processes, we
derive general expressions of the spin current and the spin-current noise at the interface within
second-order perturbation of the FI–NM coupling strength, and estimate them for an yttrium iron
garnet (YIG) –platinum interface. We show that the spin-current noise can be used to determine
the e↵ective spin carried by a magnon modified by the spin-non-conserving process at the interface.
In addition, we show that it provides information on the e↵ective spin of a magnon, heating at the
interface under spin pumping, and spin Hall angle of the NM.

PACS numbers: 72.20.Pa, 72.25.-b, 85.75.-d

Introduction.— In mesoscopic physics, it is well
known that measurement of electrical current noise
through a device provides useful information about elec-
tron transport [1, 2]. Equilibrium noise or Johnson–
Nyquist noise [3, 4] is related to e↵ective electron tem-
peratures in a device according to the fluctuation–
dissipation theorem [5–8]. Nonequilibrium current noise
under a high voltage bias, for example, shot noise [9] can
be used for determining the e↵ective charge of a quasi-
particle [10–15], direct demonstration of Fermi statistics
of electrons [16–21], and evaluating nonequilibrium spin
accumulation [22, 23].

As expected from fruitful physics of the current noise,
fluctuation of the pure spin current, that is, spin-current
noise has a potential to provide important information
on spin transport in a spintronics device. Spin-current
noise has been measured by converting it into the volt-
age noise induced by the inverse spin Hall e↵ect, and has
been used to obtain information about spin transport
within the fluctuation dissipation relation regime [24].
Recently, spin-current noise of spin pumping as well as
equilibrium noise has been studied theoretically [25, 26].
Spin-current noise of spin Seebeck e↵ect has been dis-
cussed for one-dimensional spin chains [27]. These works
employ simple microscopic models with spin-conserving
exchange interactions, and put a special emphasis on ex-
otic properties characteristic of specific systems. Spin-
current noise has, however, not been utilized so far to
access microscopic information, which addresses the im-
portant problems in the field of spintronics such as sep-
aration of a spin current according to the driving mech-
anism.

In the field of spintronics, the spin current through
the interface between a normal metal (NM) and a fer-
romagnet insulator (FI) is a central issue in many ex-
periments [28]. For example, spin current flows through
the interface according to the spin Seebeck e↵ect in the
presence of a temperature di↵erence between NM and

FIG. 1. (Color online) Two mechanisms for spin-current gen-
eration at the interface between a normal metal and a ferro-
magnetic insulator. (a) Spin Seebeck e↵ect driven by temper-
ature biases (TN 6= TF ) and (b) spin pumping generated by
ferromagnetic resonance (i.e., irradiation with microwaves).

FI [29–34] (see Fig. 1 (a)). Moreover, spin current is
produced by ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), which is
achieved by irradiating FI with microwaves [35–39] (see
Fig. 1 (b)). The generation of spin current in these two
setups is important in many spintronics applications us-
ing metallic materials. Therefore, whether new informa-
tion is obtained by measuring the spin-current noise in
an NM–FI bilayer system is a fundamental question.

In this study, we theoretically investigate the spin-
current noise at the FI–NM interface, and show that
spin-current noise provides useful information about spin
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Two types of spin conversion at inter-
face. (a) The spin–conserving process is described by H1, and
(b) the spin–non-conserving process is described by H2.

transport. Starting with a microscopic model of the
FI–NM interface, we derive general expressions for spin
current and spin-current noise within the framework of
Keldysh Green’s function [40], and estimate them for an
yttrium iron garnet (YIG)–platinum interface. At su�-
ciently low temperatures, the spin-current noise becomes
independent of the temperature (spin shot noise), and in-
cludes information about an e↵ective magnon spin deter-
mined by the ratio of the spin-conserving process to the
spin-non-conserving process. In addition, we show that
measurement of the spin current noise provides useful in-
formation about the heating e↵ect under spin pumping
and the spin Hall angle of the NM.

Model.— Consider spin transport in a bilayer system,
where a NM and a ferromagnet (FM) interact through
s-d exchange at the interface (see Fig. 1). The NM is de-
scribed by non-interacting conduction electrons, whereas
the FI is by the Heisenberg model with Zeeman energy
HZ =

P
i S

z
i �h0, where Si represent the localized spin in

the FM, � is the gyromagnetic ratio, and h0 denotes an
external magnetic field. The interface is modeled using
the Hamiltonian, (see Supplemental Material for details)
H = H1 +H2:
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where �i represents the conduction electron spin in the
NM. In addition to the interfacial exchange interaction
H1, which conserves the spin angular momentum, we con-
sider the spin non-conserving interaction described by
H2 (see ). Figure 2 (a) and (b) indicate the processes
described by H1 and H2, respectively. The present in-
terface model can be derived generally by assuming the
presence of anisotropic exchange interaction or magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction.

Spin current.— The spin current generated at the in-
terface can be calculated as the rate of change of con-
duction electron spin in the NM, hÎSi := ~

P
ih@t�z

i i,
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P
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i is a spin current operator and

h· · ·i := Tr[⇢̂ · · · ] denotes the statistical average with
the density matrix ⇢̂. The spin current operator is ex-
pressed by a sum of the components: ÎS =
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The second-order perturbation with respect to the in-
terfacial interactions and the spin wave approximation
at the lowest order of 1/S expansion yield the following
expression (see Supplemental Material for details):

hÎaSi = 2Aa

Z

qk!
Im�R

q!ImGR,a
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rtkq!, (3)

where Aa = 4Na
intJa

2/~, �R is the spin susceptibility, GR

is the retarded Green’s function for localized spin, and
a random average is taken over the impurity positions
at the interface. The nonequilibrium distribution di↵er-
ence between PM and FI is defined as �fneq,a

rtkq! = fN
rtq! �

fF,a
rtk! [41, 42], and the relations Im�R

q,�! = �Im�R
q! are

used. Formula (3) is regarded as a counterpart of the
well-known formula for tunnel junctions, which are de-
scribed by combinations of densities of states and the
di↵erence in Fermi distribution functions between two
normal metals [43, 44].
Spin-current noise.— We introduce the spin-current

noise as follows:

St1t2 =
1

2
h{ÎS(t1), ÎS(t2)}i, (4)

where {ÎS(t1), ÎS(t2)} = ÎS(t1)ÎS(t2) + ÎS(t2)ÎS(t1).
In addition, we introduce the dc-limit of noise
power S := S(! = 0), where S(!) :=

T�1
R T
0
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R T
0
dt2e

i!(t1�t2)St1t2 . The noise power
consists of equilibrium and nonequilibrium parts as
Stot = Seq + Sneq, and the second-order perturbation
with respect to the interfacial interactions yields the
following expression:
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Here, we have abbreviated fN
rtq! as fN

! , and �fneq
rtkq! =

fN
rtq! � fF

rtk! with fF
rtk! := G<,1

krt!/2iImGR,1
k! . We note

that Seq is independent of the nonequilibrium distribu-
tion di↵erence, and is determined purely by the distribu-
tion functions in thermal equilibrium.
Spin Seebeck e↵ect.— Regarding the spin Seebeck ef-

fect, the distribution di↵erence �fneq
rtkq! is caused by the

temperature bias at the interface as fN
rtq! = f0

!(TN ) and
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!(TF ), fF,2
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�!(TF ), and ImGR,2
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�ImGR
k,�! with f0

!(T ) = (e~!/kBT � 1)�1. By substi-
tuting these distribution functions into Eqs. (3) and (6),
we obtain the spin–Seebeck current ISSES and the spin–
Seebeck noise SSSE:

ISSES = (A1�A2)
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where �fSSE
k! = @f0

!
@T �T and �T = TN � TF .

Spin pumping.— Next, we consider spin-current
noise in the case of spin pumping. Here heating at the
interface by using microwave irradiation is neglected for
simplicity. The nonequilibrium source used to gener-
ate the spin current is the ferromagnetic resonance in
the FM, and it is described by the Hamiltonian Hac =
~�hac

2 (S+ei⌦t + S�e�i⌦t), where hac and ⌦ are the am-
plitude and frequency of the microwaves, respectively.
Substituting fN

q! � fF,1
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k! (⌦) and fN
q! � fF,2

k! =
�fSP

k! (�⌦), where �fSP
k! (⌦) = 2S0(�hac/2)2NF �k0⇡�(! �

⌦)/↵!, into Eqs. (3) and (6), we obtain the following
expressions:

ISPS = (A1�A2)g(⌦)
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where g(⌦) denotes the spectrum of ferromagnetic reso-
nance given by

g(⌦) = 2S2
0

⇣�hac

2
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Temperature dependence.— The spin Seebeck e↵ect
and spin pumping di↵er in terms of the nonequilibrium
distribution di↵erence �fneq

rtkq!. To elucidate the di↵er-
ence between the two mechanisms of spin current gener-
ation, we estimated spin currents and spin-current noises
for a realistic situation by using the parameters of the
YIG/Pt system in Ref. 38 as the spin di↵usion time of Pt
⌧Pt
sf = 0.3 ps, Gilbert damping constant ↵ = 6.7⇥ 10�5,
spin size S0 = 16, and Curie temperature Tc = 560K. In
addition, we assumed that the temperature bias at the in-
terface is�T = 1K. Figure 3 (a) shows the estimated spin
current as a function of temperature. The plotted spin
currents are normalized by the spin-pumping current at
T = 0K denoted as I0S . While the spin pumping current
is almost independent of temperature, the spin Seebeck
e↵ect increases with temperature. Figure 3 (b) shows the
spin–current noises estimated using the same parameters.
These noises were normalized against the spin pumping
noise at T = 0K, S0. In Fig. 3 (b), we show the ther-
mal noise Seq by a dashed line. The temperature should
be lowered su�ciently for accurate measurement of the
nonequilibrium spin-current noises so that the thermal
noise is well suppressed.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Temperature dependence of (a) spin
currents, (b) nonequilibrium spin-current shot noises, and (c)
their ratios. The solid and dot-dashed lines indicate the result
of the spin Seebeck e↵ect for the temperature bias �T =1K
and the spin pumping, respectively. In figure (b), thermal
noise is denoted by the dashed line.

E↵ective spin and statistics of magnons.— The ra-
tio between the spin–current noise and the spin current,
S/IS , is calculated for spin Seebeck e↵ect and spin pump-
ing as

FSSE
S ⌘ SSSE
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respectively, where

~⇤ = ~A1+A2

A1�A2
. (14)

Figure 3 (c) shows the temperature dependence of these
ratios determined using the parameters estimated in the
previous paragraph. At low temperatures, the ratio ap-
proaches a constant value ~⇤ for both spin Seebeck ef-
fect and spin pumping, which is interpreted as the e↵ec-
tive spin carried by a magnon in analogy to the e↵ec-
tive charge of quasi-particles in current noise measure-
ment [25, 26]. The e↵ective magnon spin ~⇤ is now deter-
mined by the ratio of the strengths of the spin–conserving
process (A1) and the spin–non-conserving process (A2),
and is enhanced from ~ in general. This enhancement
of the e↵ective magnon spin originates from the mixture
of two exchange processes at the interface (see Supple-
mentary Material for details). At high temperatures,
the ratio becomes proportional to the temperature for
both mechanisms of spin-current generation. This re-
sult originates from the factor (1 + 2fN

! ) in Eq. (6),
which represents a characteristic of the boson statistics
of magnons [27].

Heating by microwave irradiation.— To describe spin
pumping in a realistic situation, heating at the interface
by microwave irradiation should be considered. Let us
consider a spin pumping experiment, where the measured
spin current ItotS consists of the spin current due to spin
pumping ISPS and that due to heating ISSES as ItotS =
ISPS + ISSES . Similarly, the measured spin-current noise
is given by Stot = Seq + SSP + SSSE. Our aim here is
to identify ISPS and ISSES by measuring the spin current
ItotS , spin-current noise Stot, and thermal noise Seq, to
determine the temperature bias due to the heating �T ,
which cannot be measured directly. The spin currents
ISPS and ISSES can be rewritten by

✓
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ISSES

◆
=

✓
1/FSP

S 1/FSSE
S

1 1

◆�1✓
ItotS

Stot � Seq

◆
.(15)

By comparing Eq. (15) with Eq. (7), we obtain the
temperature bias due to the microwave irradiation at the
interface �T as

�T =
(FSP

S � FSSE
S )�1(Stot � Seq + FSP

S ItotS )

(A1�A2)
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q!ImGR
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Thus, the heating e↵ect at the interface can be discussed
by using the nonequilibrium spin-current noises.

Spin Hall angle.— If the spin–non-conserving process
can be neglected (A2 = 0), the ratio S/IS becomes a
universal value ~, reflecting the magnetization carried by
one magnon. For such a case, we can utilize the universal
value of S/IS as a standard for determining the conver-
sion coe�cient between the spin current and the inverse
spin Hall current of the NM, that is, the spin Hall angle.
The inverse spin Hall current induced by the spin current

IS at the interface is expressed as IISHE
C = ✓�1

SHIS with the
spin Hall angle ✓SH. Then, the inverse spin Hall current
noise, SISHE

C , is written as SISHE
C = ✓�2

SHS. By combin-
ing these relationships, the spin Hall angle is written as
follows:

✓SH =
S/IS

SISHE
C /IISHE

C

. (17)

If the value of S/IS is known in advance, the spin Hall
angle ✓SH is determined by measuring SISHE

C /IISHE
C .

Conclusion.— In this study, we have investigated a
spin-current noise at a FI–NM interface based on Keldysh
Green’s function. Using a general microscopic model,
we have derived expressions for the spin current and the
spin-current noise through the interface. The tempera-
ture dependence of both the spin Seebeck e↵ect and spin
pumping has been estimated using realistic experimen-
tal parameters for a YIG/Pt system. The spin–current
noise contains useful information about spin transport.
We have demonstrated that simultaneous measurement
of the spin current and the spin-current noise provides
important information on e↵ective magnon spin, heat-
ing e↵ect under spin pumping, and the spin Hall angle
of NMs. Detailed analysis of the temperature depen-
dence of the spin-current noise will be presented else-
where. We hope that the present calculation serves as a
bridge between two well-established research areas, meso-
scopic physics and spintronic physics.
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